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Why couples and families love the AQUA DOME - Tirol Therme Längenfeld  

Treasure hunts & water slides: The Ötztal valley and the 
AQUA DOME are great for families! 
There are more and more ‘adults only’ concepts everywhere – but Tyrol's largest wellness area is still open 

to everyone and is considered one of the biggest attractions in Tyrol, whether for a relaxing wellness 

break or a fun-filled family holiday. A balancing act that seems impossible? Not in the spacious AQUA 

DOME, which has a total area of 65,000m2. The luxurious SPA 3000 on the roof of the thermal spa 

complex can only be used by hotel guests aged 15 and over. Meanwhile, there is a separate children's 

area named ‘Alpen Arche Noah’: an ideal combination of wellness and adventure area, where parents 

and children can enjoy their time together and everyone gets their money's worth, without disturbing 

those seeking peace and quiet. There’s lots of action in the Water Fun Park on the deck of a ship, the 

much-loved funnel slide and the baby pool, where even the youngest children can discover the water. 

Especially cool in summer: the separate area with an outdoor pool where kids can play, swim, splash and 

have fun. All under the banner of AQUAKI, the cheerful AQUA DOME mascot, who likes to drop in on the 

children's programme himself. Look forward to arts and crafts, games, face painting and children's 

Olympics, pirate treasure hunts, children's yoga and much more. There is also a children's table in the 

newly remodelled hotel restaurant, which has separate rooms for couples and families. And right on the 

doorstep, the Ötztal has an incredible variety of family highlights to discover, from the Kidspark to the 

Magic Forest, the Mountaincart and the Stone Pine Forest. Our tip: Don’t miss the AQUA DOME ‘Family 

Time’ offer for quality family time together.   

Short text: 1732 characters 

Kidspark Ötz 

Because they are only strong together: AQUAKI and WIDI, the frog from the AQUA DOME and the 

mountain sheep from the Ötztal valley. Inspiration? At 5,000 square metres, the Kidspark Ötz is the 

largest playground in Tyrol – with ten stations that ‘follow in the footsteps of the miners’. 
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Magic Forest Sautens 

In the enchanted forest in Sautens, a pram-friendly hiking and walking trail will delight the whole family, 

including playful learning at various stations and a large forest playground. 

Widiversum Hochoetz 

In the ‘Widiversum’ in Hochoetz, you can go on an adventurous treasure hunt at an altitude of 2,020 

metres: WIDI and his friends need the help of all the kids to find the stolen magic crystal hidden by the 

evil wolf. The adventures not only require courage, but also brains. It's also fun to explore WIDI’s themed 

trails – such as the ‘Tour for summiteers’ or ‘The exciting world of mountain men’. There are even ‘real’ 

treasure chests hidden in the Obergurgl stone pine forest, and the bird of prey park in the Ötzi village is 

one of the attractions. 

Experience action: discover unique leisure activities in the Ötztal valley 

If you want to really feel the adrenaline, take a mountain cart down the seven-kilometre route on the 

Gaislachkogel in Sölden into the valley. Or discover the adrenaline-fuelled power of extraordinary sports, 

explore gorges, caves and white water and even learn to fly in Austria's largest outdoor leisure park at the 

entrance to the Ötztal. A must for the brave! Don’t miss the Längenfeld suspension bridge at a height of 

220 metres above the valley floor – including cosy refreshment stops along the pram-friendly circular 

trail. 

Alps Noah's Ark, family rooms and ‘Family time’! 

Back at the AQUA DOME, it's straight into the ‘Alpen Arche Noah’ children's world – and onto the water 

slide at top speed. Slide down the funnel slide at full speed or through the huge tyre slide, featuring fun 

effects with sound and LED shows: great experiences, and not only for kids! If that's not enough, board 

the ark, play in the water fun park amidst various splash and water play attractions or jump into the 

children's pool. And in the outdoor area, all families can play to their heart's content in the open air. 

Childcare ‘on land’ with children's entertainers (daily from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.) also offers parents the 

opportunity to relax in cosy wooden loungers by the relaxation pool nearby, or take a short walk to the 

thermal dome and the nearby sauna world. Fancy one of our imaginative infusions, perhaps with Ötzi 

ice cubes? Or a regional ‘thermal deep’ treatment with the power of thermal water from a depth of 

1,865 metres and regional Ötztal herbs? Or would you prefer the stylish SPA 3000, exclusively for hotel 

guests (aged 15 and over)? Look forward to extraordinary sauna experiences and cocktails on the roof 

terrace with panoramic views of the peaks. Speaking of which: the new hotel terrace is also a stylish 

lounge oasis for the ‘grown-ups’ to enjoy a refreshment. Our tip: The family rooms and suites in the 

AQUA DOME offer plenty of space for everyone.  

And the popular AQUA DOME ‘Family Time’ offer for 3, 5 or 7 nights not only includes cable car rides, 

guided hikes, bike tours and free bikes until 6 October 2024, but also delicious food and ice cream to 

keep your family holiday affordable. 

Long text: 5.217 characters  
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Information: AQUA DOME - Tirol Therme Längenfeld, Oberlängenfeld 140, A-6444 Längenfeld, Tel: +43 5253 6400, www.aqua-
dome.at, E-Mail: marketing-pr@aqua-dome.at 
 
 
High-resolution images of the AQUA DOME - Tirol Therme Längenfeld can be downloaded from the Press section of our 
homepage. Picture credits required: ©AQUA DOME. 
 
 
About VAMED Vitality World The internationally operating VAMED healthcare group has been active in the spa and wellness sector 
since 1995. Founded in 2006, VAMED Vitality World currently operates six of the most popular resorts in Austria: AQUA DOME – Tirol 
Therme Längenfeld, SPA Resort Geinberg, Therme Laa – Hotel & Silent Spa, St. Martins Therme & Lodge in Frauenkirchen, Therme Wien 
and TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun. This makes VAMED Vitality World the leading operator of thermal spa resorts in Austria. 
 

http://www.aqua-dome.at/
http://www.aqua-dome.at/

